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MEASUREMENTS OF ACOUSTIC PROPERTIES OF 
HARD-PACK SNOW 

By THEODORE E. LANG 

(D epartment of Civil Engineering and Engineering Mechanics, Montana State University, 
Bozeman, Montana 59715, U.S.A.) 

AIlSl "ACT. Three experiments were conducted to assess acoustic properties of hard-pack snow. One 
tes t involved transmission of acoustic signals in the frequen cy range 100- 20000 Hz through natural snow
pack in order to measure signal loss of a point acoustic source. At all fr eque ncies the relatively high-energy 
input signal d ecays rapidly by energy dissipation, with nominal diffusion occurring at large distances from 
the source. Signa l persistence is greates t in the freque ncy range 100- 200 Hz. In a second test, acoustic 
bursts in snow columns under deformation were recorded . Spectrum a n a lysis in the frequency range 
500- 14000 Hz reveals dominance of signal amplitudes at frequencies be tween I 000 and 10 000 Hz. This 
dominance is attributed to the strong attenuation properties of snow and sugges ts the use of waveguide or 
collector techniques to monitor natural acoustic emissions in snow-pack. I n a third test severa l waveguide 
geometries a nd materials were evaluated for their acoustic signa l intercep tion and transmission charac
teristics. In general , metallic waveguides show the leas t a ttenuation of the configurations tested. 

REsuM E. Mesures des propriitis acoustiques des plaques dures de neige. On a mene trois experi en ces pour 
determiner les proprietes acoustiques d e la neige en plaques dures. U n essa i a consiste en la transmission de 
signaux acoustiques dans la gamme d e frequence 100 it 20000 Hz it trave rs un manteau neigeux naturcl 
afin de mesurer la perte du signal it partir d'une source po n ctuell e. A toutes les freq uences, I'energie relative
ment forte du signal emis decroit rapidement par dissipa tion d'energie avec une diffusion nominale a tteignant 
de grandes distances de la source. La p ersistance du signal es t maximum d ans la gamme de freq uence de 
100 it 200 Hz. Dans une seconde experience, on a registre les crepitements dans des collonnes de neige en 
cours de deformation. L'analyse spectrale dans la gamme de frequen ce de 500 it 14000 Hz a revele la 
dominance d es amplitudes des signaux it d es frequences d e I 000 it to 000 H z. Cette domina nce es t a ttribuee 
aux fortes proprietes d 'attenuation d e la neige et suggere l'utilisation des techniques de guidage d 'onde ou de 
collecteur pour canaliser les emissions a coustiques naturelles dans la neige. D ans une troisieme experience, 
plusieurs materiels et formes guides d 'onde ant ete compares pour leurs caracteristiques de transmission et 
d'interception de signaux acoustiques. En general, les guides metalliques donnent I' attenuation minimale 
parmi les formes essayees. 

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG. Messung akustischer EigerzschaJten dichtgepackten Se/mees. Z ur Abschatzung a kustischer 
Eigenschaften dichtgepackten Schnees wurden drei V ersuch e angestallt. D er e rste bestand in der Durch
leitung akustischer Signale im Frequenzbereich 100- 20000 Hz durch na tiirli ch e Schneedecken zur Messung 
d er Signalabnahme punktfiirmiger S ch a llquellen. In a lien Frequenzen sch w indet das Signal t rotz relativ 
hoher Eingangsenergie schnell durch Verschluckung der Energie; dabe i tritt di e Nenn-Diffusion weit 
entfernt von der Quelle ein. Im Frequenzbereich von 100- 200 Hz wird das Signal am bes ten erhalten. 
In einem zweiten Versuch wurden akustische Explosionen in verformte n Schneesaulen registriert. Die 
spektrale Analyse im Frequenzbereich 500-14000 Hz ergab das Vorherrschen van Signalamplituden bei 
Frequenzen zwischen I 000 und 10000 Hz. Dieses Obergewicht wird den s ta rken Dampfungse igenschaften 
des Schnees zugeschrieben; es legt die Verwendung von Wellenfiihrungs- und Koll ektor-V erfa hren zur 
Auffindung naWrli cher Schallquelle n in Schneedecken n a h e . In einem dritten Versuch wurden ve rschiedene 
W ellenfiihrungsgeometrien und -materialien auf ihre Charakteristiken der Aufnahme und Leitung a kustischer 
Signa le hin unte rsu cht. Im allgemeinen zeigen metal lische Wellenfiihrer b e i den verwcndeten K onfigura
tionen die geringste Dampfung. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Acoustic-type pressure waves, generated through slip and frac ture of the microstructure 
of a material under load, can be monitored electronically. In this relatively new field of 
study, a correlation between severity of loading and frequency of acoustic bursts has been 
established for numerous materials (Dunegan and Harris, 1969) . The potential use of this 
natural mechanism to estimate snow avalanche criticality is currently under study. That 
snow under load generates acoustic emissions is known, (St. Lawrence and others , 1973; 
St. Lawrence and Bradley, in press; Bradley and St. Lawrence, in press), and the follow-on 
questions of technique and procedure in monitoring an avalanche-sensitive slope remain. To 
aid in designing an acoustic monitoring system for d eployment on a snow slope, a number of 
correlating experiments have been conducted. R esults are reported from three experimental 
programs, namely: ( I) a'udio-signal d ecay in natural hard-pack snow slabs, (2) low-frequency 
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acoustic emission spectra of snow columns under d eformation , and (3) evaluation of wave
guides for intercepting sound in snow. These experimental results provide order-of-magnitude 
es timates of the distance over which a signal generated in a snow-pack can be intercepted , the 
expec ted frequency range of intense acoustic emissions, and the relative merits of the use of 
mechanical devices to intercept acoustic signals in snow-pack. 

I I. AUDIO-SIGNAL TRANSMISSION IN NATURAL H ARD-PACK SNOW SLAB 

This experiment to measure relative signal deca y in natural snow slabs was conducted 
in the Bridger Mountain Range near Bozeman , Montana, at 2 200 m elevation on mid
winter snow-pack. Nominal snow weight per unit volume was 3 000 N m - J and average sno w 
temperature varied between - 2 and - 5°C over the three-week testing period. The work 
supplements that of Ishida (1965) who considered acoustic attenuation in snow blocks up to 
o. I m thick under controlled material and boundary conditions . Signal d ecay reported herein 
is over snow spans up to 4.0 m in natural snow-pack, for which neither material homogeneity 
nor boundary conditions were strongly controllable. 

The test set-up consisted of a permanent-magne t induction speaker supported next to the 
side wall of a snow pit (Fig. I) . An aluminum rod connected to the voice coil extended to a 
5 cm X 5 cm square aluminum plate which was implanted in the snow wall. Approximately 
2.5 cm in front of the plate a contac t microphone was embedded in the snow-pack with silica 
gel. An identical transducer was imbedded similarly at different field locations. Signals 
from the two transducers were amplified, filtered (pass band 100- 100000 Hz), and measured 
using a digital voltme ter . The 8 W speaker voice coil was driven sinusoidally over a frequency 
range 100 to 30000 Hz at approximately 75 % saturation amplitude. The speaker and 
transducers were placed approxima tel y 0' .1 m below the snow surface in nominally 2 . 0 m 
d eep snow. 

Fig. I . Tnl .If l-IIP 10 /lINI .W" audio-signal dfCl~), i ll .flwu·-pllck . 

The testing sequence involved sweeping the frequency range for successive 1.0 m steps in 
the spacing between the fixed and the field transducers . To check configuration stability with 
time, the field transducer was returned to the 1.0 m and 2 .0 m spacings occasionally, which 
accounts for the greater number of data points at these separations : 

From the test set-up described it is apparent that signal decay involves mechanisms of 
attenuation as well as geometric signal spreading, or diffusion . For a line source normal to a 
plate of transmitting material , geometric diffusion amounts to 6 dB p er doubling of radius, 
with any greater d eca y attributable to signal attenuation. In the results presented , lack of 
sufficient accuracy precludes definite separation of diffusion and attenuation components; 
however certain trends are significant. A summary of data points recorded and average 
signal-decay curves for sound transmission over distances of 1.0, 2.0 and 3.0 m are shown in 
Figure 2. At a transmission distance of 4 .0 m, no m easurable sound was detected at any 
frequency, indicating signal decay in excess of 70 dB. For signal frequencies greater than 
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3 000 Hz, signal decay is high, with significant decrement over 1.0 m. The frequency range 
100-3 000 Hz was divided into a number of sub-ranges, as listed in Table I, and average 
signal decays were computed using all data points in each sub-range. Nominal signal diffusion 
is in evidence between 1.0,2.0 and 3.0 m, with a trend toward signal attenuation at the higher 
frequencies. However, the dominarit characteristic is the high signal loss between the source 
and 1.0 m. This indicates that any attempt to induce high levels of acoustic or vibration 
excitation of snow results in large localized energy dissipation which is attributable to the 
non-linear viscous behavior of snow at high deformation rates. The conclusion from this is 
that any system for monitoring a snow slab acoustically using high-frequency signals must 
itselfbe distributed , as transmission from acoustic sources can be expected to be to a maximum 
of 1.0 to 3.0 m. It is noted further from the data in Table I , that , at 3.0 m, signals in the 
range I 000- 3 000 Hz have decayed to the threshold \evC"1 ( 70 dB), whereas signals in the 
range 10" 200 Hz ,ho\\" grt'alt'st pt'rsiSlencc . 
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TABLE I. AVERAGE SIGNAL ATTENUATION 

FOR VARIOUS TRANSMISSION DISTANCES ANn 

FREQUENCY RANGES 

Average signal decay (dB) 
Frequency range 1.0 2.0 3.0 

(Hz) m m m 

100- 200 45 52 55 
200- 500 45 53 63 
500-1 000 44 55 60 

1 000- 2000 45 50 70 

The large scatter of the data points of Figure I should be anticipated in acoustic field 
tests. Reception at the transducers is influenced by a number of factors including signal 
reflection from natural material layering and local material inhomogeneities, lack of repro
ducibility in implanting the transducers in silica gel in the snow-pack, and variations in 
material configurations between test sites. These reported results are for a particular snow
pack with its attendant deposition and aging characteristics, averaged somewhat by the fact 
that the experiments were conducted at several locally spaced sites (within a 50 m radius) . 
The omission of data in the frequency range 0 - 100 Hz is significant, and further experi
mentation is warrantt'd. 

Ill. LOW-FREQUENCY ACOUSTIC EMISSION SPECTRA OF SNOW COLUMNS UNDER DEFORMATION 

Snow columns measuring nominally 7.0 cm X 7.0 cm X 20 .0 cm were cut from a natural 
snow block ofweight per unit volume 3300 N m - 3, then frozen to the load platens ofa standard 
Instron testing machine in a - SOC test chamber. The range of strain-rates imposed along the 
20 cm axis were 0.003 2 - 0.032 min- I in compression, and 0.00027-0.0028 min- I in tension, 
up to a 10% total strain. Sound pressures within the specimen caused by grain and grain
boundary slip and fracture were monitored by a P ZT transducer mounted on the side of the 
specimen and separated from it by a thin layer of silica gel. The signal from the transducer was 
amplified and recorded on magnetic tape. Because of noise from the testing machine, the 
useful freq uency band was nominally 500- 14 000 Hz. Selected 4 .0 s segmen ts of the recorded 
tape were made into loops, and these data played into a 7 Hz spectrum analyzer with variable 
center-frequency band-pass and plotted. Background spectra were obtained from noise 
recordings of the complete system, including test specimen, with the testing machine running 
but not loading the test specimen. Separately, it was determined that engaging the testing 
machine drive generates additional low-frequency noise which has significant amplitudes 
only below the low-frequency cut-off (500 Hz) of the experiment. 

Typical low-frequency spectra of acoustic bursts in snow in tension and compression are 
shown in Figures 3 and 4. By overlaying the background and signal spectra, the dominant 
acoustic frequencies and amplitudes can be identified. Comparing the spectra of Figures 3 
and 4, it is seen that emissions in tension are stronger than emissions in compression, parti
cularly when it is noted that the strain-rates differ by an order of magnitude. The spectra 
shown were taken during the time of initial rapid loading ' when emissions are frequent 
compared with activity during the secondary stage ofloading. Acoustic activity also intensifies 
as strain-rates are increased, particularly at rates leading to brittle fracture in tension. If the 
frequency range from 500 to 14000 Hz is divided into 500 Hz increments, and the dominant 
emission amplitudes counted, the distribution of emission amplitudes in tension and com
pression are as shown in Figure 5. The concentration of counts is in the I 000 to 10000 Hz 
range. This is in evidence in Figure 5 where the amplitude-weighted-average frequency 
is a minimum of 30 % less than the average frequency of amplitudes. 
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It cannot be concluded from the results given that acoustic emission generation in snow is a 
low-frequency phenomenon. The rapid decay of high-frequency signals, as noted in Section 
11, means that the volume of snow column contributing to the high-frequency content at the 
transducer is smaller than the volume contributing to the low-frequency content. Thus, for 
adequate interception of sound sources in field applications of acoustic emission techniques, a 
collecting or waveguide concept may be needed. 
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Fig. 5. SIII/III/ar)' offre'lllfll()' a/'frogeJ and all/plitllde distributions of acvlIJtic emissions in tensioll and compression. 

IV_ WAVE GUIDE EVALUATION FOR SOUND INTERCEPTION IN SNOW 

Several possible waveguide geometries and materials were tested in the laboratory to 
determine their sound interception and transmission characteristics. Waveguides were 
selected for ease of deployment on snow slopes, and minimization of expense in fabrication; 
thus, simple cross-sections were selected. Although the waveguide is intended to intercept 
acoustic bursts, a vibration source was used in the laboratory evaluation . Waveguide con
figurations tested, all 1.0 m in length, include the following : 

( I ) Steel rod: diameter 4. I 3 mm. 
(2) Steel plate, rigid: cross-section 6.0 mm X 63.0 mm. 
(3) Steel plate, flexible: cross-section 0.8 I mm X 63.0 mm. 
(4) Steel sheet: cross-section 0.8 I mm X 300 mm. 
(5) Steel rod with welded goo corner: diameter 4. 13 mm. 
(6) Steel rod with 50 mm radius, goo bend: diameter 4.13 mm. 
(7) Steel wire mesh: wire spacing 8.5 mm, wire diameter 0.81 mm. 
(8) Wood plate: cross-section 6.0 mm X 63.0 mm. 
(g) Ice plate : cross-section 15.0 mm X 63.0 mm. 
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The individual waveguides were mounted at the center of a b lock of sifted and re-sintered 
snow of weight p e r unit volume 3 0 00 N m- 3 as shown in Figure 6 . For al l waveguides the 
surface temperature was above freezing (or we t surface) when emplaced, and loose snow was 
leveled at the mid-height interface before the block was re-assembled and allowed to se t for 
72 h a t - 20 ° C . A driving P ZT transducer was mounted 0 .2 m from one end of the wave
guide with a separa tion of o. I 4 m of snow from the waveguide surface. A similar m onitoring 
transducer was m ounted onto a small steel block, which in turn was either welded , g lued or 
frozen to the waveguide. The driving transducer was excited from a signal gene ra tor and 
power suppl y. a nd the monit oring transducer output was measured with a dig ita l voltmeter. 

DRIVtNG TRANSDUCER ! 
SNOW BLOCK 

'--... 
0 .14 '" 

-+ 
WAVEGUIDE 

INTERFACE ___ 

Fig . (j. H 'lI1 oeguide lesl cOI(figura /ioll. 

The intent of the evaluation is to compare the rela ti ve attenuation characteris ti cs of the 
various waveguides. Thus, for each test, frequen cy and amplitude settings were m ade the 
same, and the frequency was, swept from 2.0 to 60 kH z a lthough no t all waveguides responded 
over the entire range. 

The curves o f attenuat ion versus frequency o f the va rious waveguides, having subtracted 
the experimentall y measured attenuation of 0 . 14 m of the snow block from each, a re shown in 
Figures 7 and 8 . The attenuation of the various stee l waveguides, excepting the wire mesh, is 
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Fig. 7. Allellua /ioll I'e rsl/S f requelle.)' 0/ steel waveguides with differen l cross-sec /iolls. 
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generally less than the wood and ice plates. The insertion of a sharp corner in a steel wave
guide has a significant degrading effect on signal transmission, particularly at higher fre
quencies. The ice plate, which has the advantage of easy emplacement in remote sites, shows 
relatively high attenuation compared to the metallic types. A waveguide not tested, but which 
may have the greatest utility in monitoring snow-pack emissions, is the basal layer of rock. 
Testing of this configuration is most readily carried out by direct field measurements. 
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Fig. 8. Attelluatioll versus frequeTlcy of lIIiscellaneolls wflveguide configurations. 
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